Adieu To The One Shot Wonder: Eric Rickman
It was long after he retired that I met
photographer Eric Rickman, so my comments are historical in nature and devoid
of dynamic observations about his impact
on land speed racing.
When word came that he had run
through his last timing trap I began to
recall how often and repeatedly his name
had turned-up when I was researching

the land speed racing heritage at Bonneville for my book.
This much is certain: The guy made a
big difference and empowered others to
enjoy motorsports vicariously through his
photographic work. The sport has lost
another resonating voice, a visual architect whose work helped build an
invigorating, thrilling pastime.
Personally grateful, he taught me why
he earned the name “one-shot Rick” –
being instantly ready by
using great forethought
when composing a shot
and I eagerly adapted the
methodology to refine
my photographic shooting style. Saved me a
bundle on film.
More thanks go to colleague Dave Wallace for
kindly sharing the photos
of his visit to Virginia and
Eric’s house in March of
2008. Wallace and I were on simultaneous
copy deadlines, both writing about Rickman’s passing which prevented him from
contributing to this column.
How does a pioneer get a start? Rarely
is it a conscious decision to do something
monumental. Instead, the journey usually
begins with a passion, a dedication to a
process, a sincere desire to satisfy curiosity – all powerful instruments for
life-altering adventures. For Rickman,
known by most as “Rick” as it is
for so many others, it was a fascination

with fast cars.
“I was freelancing up in the Oakland
area in 1949 and heard about the event
through HOT ROD,” Rickman told me
about how he came to attend the first
Speedweek back in 1949, “I drove up [as a
freelancer] shooting with a borrowed 4x5
Speed Graphic camera. I was busy shooting guys working on cars, cars running,
going down to the other end and catching
them with the chutes
out, stopping…, I was
busier than a flea on a
tin roof all week. It was
dead run all the time,
get up early in the
morning for the record
runs, it was busy, busy,
busy.”
Unbeknownst to the
desert speeders and the
assorted witnesses,
everyone was making
history, because this
had never been done
before by hot rodders.
They saw cars go faster than they had
ever seen before because up until then,
there was no place they were able to go
that fast.
Rickman was chronicling all of it
through the lens invigorated by the
mechanical gathering and resolved to stay
involved to see more.
“The 10-mile circle track at Bonneville
was an endurance track,” he recalled,
“Mickey Thompson set many records
there driving Mustangs.
Once, running with
Danny Ongais, I rode
along and was stunned
as Ongais ran the fuel
tank down without once
lifting his foot off the
accelerator despite a
slick, wet spot on the far
side of the track.
It was a black night,
the only thing you
could see were the
smudge pot flames off to the left that
marked the track and our headlights glistening off the salt. The ride was surreal,
we were averaging 145 mph.”
Rickman covered every type of motorsports you can imagine, but just like Wally
Parks, his heart belonged to the salt.
“There is no place on earth like Bonneville,” he told me as tears welled up in
his eyes, “We used to drive out in the
middle of the salt at night, turn off the
engine and just sit there in total silence.
Nothing, absolutely nothing! We would

lie on our backs and look at the sky taking
in the stars of the Milky Way. You appreciate the world and the way it is made. A
very humbling experience, you feel pretty
damn small.”
Another time, Art Arfons offered him a
ride in the twin-cockpit Green Monster,
but Joe Petrali, the FIA official observer
caught on and stopped the ride-along.
Good thing, too. Arfons rolled the car on
the return run at 200 mph.
“Bonneville is racing’s mother. I have
spent weeks at a time up there and during
the down time we would take our dirt
bikes way up into the mountains and look
for seashells along the ancient seashores,”
recalled Rickman.
He knew to wear double thick sunglasses to protect his eyes from the glare
because it’s so bright, Rickman’s photo
exposures told him that.
“If you shoot at 250 of a second with
an f16 aperture in California then to capture the same shot on the salt only needs
500th of a second,” he said, “Neutral density filters can help bring it back down. To
show motion the best way is to catch the
car off the starting line and pan to blur
the back ground.”
Rickman’s personal physician was none
other than Nathan Ostich, the world’s
fastest doctor who was the first person to
run a jet on the salt called, “The Flying
Caduceus.”
On page 97 of my book, “Bonneville:
The Fastest Place on Earth” is a photo of
Rickman at Bonneville sitting on a motorcycle filling a monogrammed beer mug
from the side of a truck. Here’s the backstory straight from Eric:
“Bill Stroppe sold a big refrigerator
truck he had used in the Baja races to Els
Lohn, who ran a streamliner called the
WEE EEL on the salt and used it as a
support vehicle. Els installed a spigot in
the side door, and one could come up and
draw a nice cold beer at any time, really
wonderful.”
Author and Smithsonian curator Gordon White recalled that when the
Smithsonian had questions Rick had
answers, was always ready with a good
word and helpful suggestions.
Dick Wells, bon vivant, who for the
past 40 years helped shape the high performance industry and currently serves as
a board member for NHRA, knew Rickman well.
“He was a great guy, a good friend, and
not to be overlooked, an excellent photographer,” he readily offered, “I had the
pleasure of working with Rick on a variety of projects while we were both on
staff at Hot Rod magazine.

In fact, vivid in my memory are the
many days at Bonneville waiting for the
salt to be “right” so that Craig Breedlove
could make a run in the “Spirit of America” jet car.”
They stayed in a small Wendover
motel, a very boring experience because
in those days there was nothing to do, not
even a bar, or TV!
“Rick preferred to remain nude during
his time in the motel room,” he continued, “I had had many roommates during
travel on various assignments, but he’s the
only one I recall who was nude from the
time he entered the room until he dressed
to leave.”
After several failed attempts by Breedlove, and a deteriorating salt condition,
they were free to return home. Rick was
anxious to see his wife, telling Wells, “I’ve
been away from my ‘child bride’ too long.
Let’s go!”
Rickman didn’t even want to stop for
food until Wells gently persuaded him
into being practical by casually commenting, “I’ll bet there are some Petersen guys
returning home in that plane up there…,
they’re probably in First Class having
cocktails and will soon have a nice dinner.”
Tough as nails, Rickman was softie
inside who easily recognized when to
jump on the team spirit bandwagon. It
was probably that same genuine “espirts
de corps” that prompted Wally Parks to
make him a member of the original
NHRA Safety Safari.
Dave Petrali, long-time USAC timer of
world record speed attempts, volunteered:
“Back in 1970, Eric and I were talking as
the Blue Flame was positioned for a photo shoot. Eric laying on his belly to take
what I consider one of the greatest shots
of the Blue Flame -- the “head on” photo
looking straight into the pitot tube with
the mountains in the background. Outstanding! I have a lithograph with that
picture hanging in my office. It will be
hard to forget Eric.”
Amen brother.

Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann
Noeth is the authoress of the award-winning book, Bonneville: The Fastest Place on
Earth, a complete historical review of the
first 50 years of land speed racing now in
its 7th and final printing. Publisher MBI
has informed Noeth when the current
inventory is sold the book will not be
reprinted. For more details and to order,
go to: www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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